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Pope Francis’ Encyclical on the Environment as Private Environmental Governance 
Albert C. Lin* 

 
 Though conventional regulatory efforts by governments have generated some 
environmental improvements, climate change, pollution, loss of biodiversity, and other 
significant challenges remain.  With increasing frequency, private organizations—
including religious organizations—are stepping in to help tackle these challenges.  Closer 
attention to such efforts is warranted in light of the number of religious adherents around 
the world and religion’s influence on individual perspectives and behavior.  
 This Article analyzes Pope Francis’ 2015 environmental encyclical, “Laudato 
Si’,” as a form of private environmental governance.1  Focusing on the effects of the 
encyclical, this Article explores efforts to disseminate and implement the encyclical, its 
effects on public views regarding climate change and other environmental issues, and its 
invocation in policy debates.  The encyclical relates to formal law in several ways: it can 
inform the law, it can raise (or lower) support for new laws, it can function as soft law 
and become a foundation for hard law, and it can motivate extra-legal efforts that 
complement the law while operating independently of it.  This Article explores these 
various modes of influence and compares the efforts of the Roman Catholic Church 
(hereinafter “Catholic Church” or “Church”) to implement the encyclical with private 
environmental governance initiatives by transnational corporations.   
 
I. Background 
 Private environmental governance refers to “actions taken by non-governmental 
entities that are designed to achieve traditionally governmental ends such as managing 
the exploitation of common pool resources, increasing the provision of public goods, 
reducing environmental externalities, or more justly distributing environmental 
amenities.”2  Discussions of private environmental governance typically focus on 
corporate codes of conduct, certification systems, private standards, supply chain 
contracts, and the like.3  The efforts of religious organizations to influence behavior, 
environmental policy, and underlying social values receive far less attention.  Religious 
organizations, however, can powerfully shape behavior, society, and public policy.   
 
 
 
 
 A. Why Religion Matters to the Environment 

                                                 
* Professor of Law, University of California, Davis, School of Law.  Thanks to the George Washington 
University Law School and School of Business and the Vanderbilt Law School and Department of 
Sociology for organizing this excellent symposium, and to the GW Journal of Energy and Environmental 
Law for their editorial work.  Thanks also to Dean Kevin Johnson, Associate Dean Madhavi Sunder, and 
the U.C. Davis School of Law for supporting this project, to Evelyn Lewis and Frank Pasquale for 
invaluable input, and to Victoria Bogdan Tejeda and Amanda Saunders for their research assistance. 
1 Pope Francis, Laudato Si’ (May 24, 2015), 
https://w2.vatican.va/content/dam/francesco/pdf/encyclicals/documents/papa-
francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si_en.pdf. 
2 Michael P. Vandenbergh, Private Environmental Governance, 99 CORNELL L. REV. 129, 146 (2013). 
3 See id. at 146-47. 
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1. The Potential Significance of Religion to Environmental 
Governance 

 The ways in which the Catholic Church dominated life in medieval Europe 
illustrates comprehensive private governance by a religious entity.  In the words of one 
historian, the Church of the Middle Ages “was not just a government,” but the “whole of 
human society . . . .”4  The Church defined rights and responsibilities, established and 
administered laws, collected taxes, provided public services, and raised and deployed 
armies.5  Admittedly, the Church’s power was wielded for private as well as public ends, 
and its actions sometimes had destructive effects.6 
 In modern secular societies, religious organizations are unlikely to assume the 
direct functions of government.  Indeed, many would find it troubling if religious 
organizations attempted to do so.  Nonetheless, religious organizations can exert a strong 
influence in society.  For followers, religious narratives “shape adherents’ perceptions of 
and behavior toward the natural environment” and “provide meaning and purpose and 
explain the individual’s and group’s place in the world.”7  The deeply personal nature of 
religious practice and belief suggests that religious institutions can influence individuals’ 
behaviors, thoughts, and attitudes toward environmental issues in ways that other forms 
of private environmental governance largely cannot. 
 Religion’s broad reach further magnifies its potential role in environmental 
governance.  Though parts of the world have witnessed increased secularization, religion 
remains a powerful force globally and in the United States.  Eighty-four percent of the 
world’s population practices some religion.8  In the United States, 77% identify with 
some religious faith, and two-thirds of religiously affiliated adults report they pray every 
day and that religion is very important to them.9  Yet religious influence is reflected in 
more than just individual belief and conduct.  Religious organizations exercise substantial 
economic, social, and political power through their investments, schools, organizations, 
and other initiatives, and often have their own substantial environmental footprint.10  As 
of 2016, in the United States alone, there were 549 Catholic hospitals, 221 Catholic 

                                                 
4 See R.W. SOUTHERN, WESTERN SOCIETY AND THE CHURCH IN THE MIDDLE AGES 22 (1990); see also 
Ronnie D. Lipschutz, Reconstructing World Politics: The Emergence of Global Civil Society, 21 
MILLENNIUM: J. OF INT’L STUD. 389, 400 (1992) (noting that prior to the Treaty of Westphalia, the Catholic 
Church’s “universal spiritual and temporal authority was recognised [sic] as standing above that of the 
rulers of individual bits and pieces of territory.”). 
5 See SOUTHERN, supra note 4, at 18-19; see also FERNAND MOURRET, HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC 
CHURCH: VOLUME III 6-8 (2016). 
6 See SOUTHERN, supra note 4, at 19; see also Vincenti Ialenti, Alter-Ecologies: Envisioning Papal & 
Ecomodernist Nuclear Energy Policy Futures, in LAUDATO SI’: REFLECTIONS ON THE LEGAL, POLITICAL 
AND MORAL AUTHORITY OF CATHOLIC SOCIAL THOUGHT IN AN ERA OF CLIMATE CRISIS (Frank Pasquale & 
Michael Perry eds., forthcoming) at [6] (noting that some scholars have called attention to the Church’s 
“questionable history of suppressing human difference,” as well as its ‘hidebound’ tendencies and 
‘imperious’ history”). 
7 See Beth Schaefer Caniglia et al., Civil Society, Social Movements, and Climate Change, in CLIMATE 
CHANGE AND SOCIETY: SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 235, 257 (Riley E. Dunlap & Robert J. Brulle eds., 
2015). 
8 See PEW RESEARCH CTR., THE GLOBAL RELIGIOUS LANDSCAPE 9 (2012), 
http://assets.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2014/01/global-religion-full.pdf. 
9 See PEW RESEARCH CTR., U.S. PUBLIC BECOMING LESS RELIGIOUS 5, 17 (2015), 
http://assets.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2015/11/201.11.03_RLS_II_full_report.pdf. 
10 See Caniglia et al., supra note 7, at 257. 
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colleges and universities, and over 6,000 Catholic schools.11  U.S. Catholic institutions 
employed over one million people and spent an estimated $170 billion per year—
numbers rivaling those of Walmart and other large corporations.12  Worldwide, there are 
over 5,000 Catholic hospitals, almost 10,000 Catholic orphanages, and 139,000 Catholic 
schools.13  While financial information is not readily available, the Church’s formidable 
resources have led some to describe it as one of “the wealthiest institution[s] in the entire 
world.”14 
 Thanks to the breadth and depth of religious practice, religious organizations 
could contribute significantly to efforts to combat climate change and other 
environmental problems.  Indeed, religious institutions have expressed strong interest in 
helping to address environmental concerns.  In the months leading up to the Paris Climate 
Conference, for example, Buddhist, Muslim, Hindu, Jewish, and Christian leaders issued 
statements urging effective action on climate change.15  Of these statements, Pope 
Francis’ encyclical was the most prominent and extensive, and perhaps the one most 
likely to have a lasting influence.  Approximately one in five Americans are Catholic,16 
and the 1.1 billion Catholics worldwide comprise 17% of the world’s population.17  
However, Laudato Si’ was not the Catholic Church’s first foray into environmental 
matters.  For a number of years, the Church has expressed concerns about climate change 
in its teachings.18  However, concrete actions and accomplishments—at least prior to 
Laudato Si’—have been more difficult to identify.19 
 Pope Francis’ popularity among Catholics and even many non-Catholics 
magnifies the potential force of Laudato Si’.20  The so-called Pope Francis effect21 could 

                                                 
11 SeeFrequently Requested Church Statistics, CTR. FOR APPLIED RESEARCH IN THE APOSTOLATE (CARA), 
http://cara.georgetown.edu/frequently-requested-church-statistics/ (last visited Feb. 1, 2017). 
12 See Earthly Concerns, ECONOMIST (Aug. 18, 2012), http://www.economist.com/node/21560536 
(Walmart employed two million people in 2010 and GE’s revenue was $150 billion). 
13 See CARA, supra note 11 tab labeled “World Data Over Time”. 
14 Matthew Yglesias, How Rich Is the Catholic Church?, SLATE (Mar. 14, 2013), 
http://www.slate.com/articles/business/moneybox/2013/03/catholic_church_and_pope_francis_religious_in
stitutions_are_exempted_from.html. 
15 See, e.g., The Time to Act is Now: A Buddhist Declaration on Climate Change (May 14, 2015), 
http://fore.yale.edu/files/Buddhist_Climate_Change_Statement_5-14-15.pdf; Islamic Declaration on 
Global Climate Change (Aug. 2015), http://www.ifees.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/climate_declarationmMWB.pdf; A Hindu Declaration on Climate Change (Nov. 
23, 2015), http://bhumidevikijai-greenfaith.nationbuilder.com/english; A Rabbinic Letter on the Climate 
Crisis (May 11, 2015), https://theshalomcenter.org/civicrm/petition/sign?sid=17.  
16 See PEW RESEARCH CTR., AMERICA’S CHANGING RELIGIOUS LANDSCAPE (2015), 
http://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-landscape/. 
17 See PEW RESEARCH CTR., THE GLOBAL CATHOLIC POPULATION (2013), 
http://www.pewforum.org/2013/02/13/the-global-catholic-population/ (reporting 2010 data). 
18 See Caniglia et al., supra note 7, at 258-59. 
19 See id.  
20 See e.g., PEW RESEARCH CTR., POSITIVE IMPACT OF POPE FRANCIS ON VIEWS OF THE CHURCH, 
ESPECIALLY AMONG DEMOCRATS AND LIBERALS 2 (Oct. 7, 2015), 
http://www.pewforum.org/2015/10/07/following-visit-two-thirds-in-u-s-view-pope-francis-favorably; PEW 
RESEARCH CTR., CATHOLICS DIVIDED OVER GLOBAL WARMING 4 (June 16, 2015), 
http://www.pewforum.org/2015/06/16/catholics-divided-over-global-warming/; PEW RESEARCH CTR., POPE 
FRANCIS’ IMAGE POSITIVE IN MUCH OF WORLD (Dec. 11, 2014), 
http://www.pewglobal.org/2014/12/11/pope-francis-image-positive-in-much-of-world/ (last visited Sept. 
25, 2017); see also ASSOCIATED PRESS-NORC CTR. FOR PUB. AFFAIRS RESEARCH, SPEAKING OUT ON 
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boost not only church attendance and enthusiasm, but also support for the Church’s 
initiatives beyond strictly ecclesiastical matters.  However, it remains to be seen whether 
the Pope’s popularity will translate into concrete changes in policy or behavior.  Despite 
predictions that Francis’ charisma would reinvigorate the U.S. Catholic Church, religious 
observance among American Catholics has not risen.22 
2. Religion and Climate Change 
 Religious initiatives pertaining to climate change have arisen against a backdrop 
of increasing urgency and continuing struggle to craft an effective global response.  The 
Paris Agreement represents an important breakthrough after years of stalemate.  
Achieving the agreement’s ultimate objective of avoiding a 2°C temperature increase23 
nonetheless poses a formidable challenge that will require a multifaceted strategy for 
reducing greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions.  In light of the magnitude and complexity 
of the problem, identifying and adopting climate change mitigation approaches that 
complement or offer alternatives to conventional pollution regulation will be essential.  
For example, various proposals encourage more climate friendly conduct by households 
and individuals, which are often overlooked as sources of pollution.24 
 A majority of Americans accept that climate change is occurring and support 
government action on the issue.25  However, many remain skeptical of or indifferent to 
the problem of climate change,26 which poses a unique challenge to effective 
communication and behavioral change.  Individuals may not perceive climate change as 
important or pressing when the problem is framed—as is commonly the case—“as an 

                                                                                                                                                 
GLOBAL WARMING: PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PAPAL ENCYCLICAL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (2015), 
http://www.apnorc.org/PDFs/PopeGlobalWarming/Speaking%20Out%20on%20Global%20Warming%20I
ssue%20Brief.pdf (July 2015 poll finding that although 49 percent of all adults said they did not have an 
opinion of Pope Francis, 77% of Americans who did, held a favorable opinion). 
21 Daniel Cox & Robert P. Jones, The Francis Effect? U.S. Catholic Attitudes on Pope Francis, the 
Catholic Church, and American Politics, PUB. RELIGION RESEARCH INST. 6 (Aug. 25, 2015), 
http://www.prri.org/research/survey-the-francis-effect-u-s-catholic-attitudes-on-pope-francis-the-catholic-
church-and-american-politics/ (the Pope Francis effect describes the generally favorable attitudes that have 
developed toward the Catholic Church since the start of Pope Francis’ papacy). 
22 See Matthew Schmitz, Op-Ed, Has Pope Francis Failed?, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 28, 2016), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/28/opinion/has-pope-francis-failed.html. 
23 U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change, Report of the Conference of the Parties on its Twenty-
First Session, Addendum, UN Doc. FCCC/CP/2015/10/Add.1, at art. 2, ¶ 1(a) (Jan. 29, 2016).  
24 See, e.g., Michael P. Vandenbergh & Anne C. Steinemann, The Carbon-Neutral Individual, 82 N.Y.U. L. 
REV. 1673, 1676 (2007); Daniel A. Farber, Controlling Pollution by Individuals and Other Dispersed 
Sources, 35 ENVTL. L. REP. 10,745 (2005).  
25 See Lydia Saad, Global Warming Concern at Three-Decade High in US, GALLUP (Mar. 14, 2017), 
http://www.gallup.com/poll/206030/global-warming-concern-three-decade-
high.aspx?g_source=Politics&g_medium=lead&g_campaign=tiles (“Record percentages of Americans are 
concerned about global warming, believe it is occurring, consider it a serious threat and say it is caused by 
human activity.”); Sarah B. Mills et al., NAT. SURVEYS ON ENERGY & ENV’T, Acceptance of Global 
Warming Rising for Americans of all Religious Beliefs 2, 5 (Nov. 2015), http://closup.umich.edu/files/ieep-
nsee-2015-fall-religion.pdf (2015 survey reporting that 70% of Americans accept global warming and that 
75% agree that rich countries have a moral obligation to reduce GHG emissions.); Catholic Poll (CCP) 
2016: Attitudes about Climate Change, GEO. UNIV. 1 (2016), 
http://cara.georgetown.edu/climate%20summary.pdf. 
26 See Elaine Howard Ecklund et al., Examining Links Between Religion, Evolution Views, and Climate 
Change Skepticism, ENV’T & BEHAVIOR 15 (2016) (“About 20% of the U.S. population is skeptical that 
climate change is occurring at all or that humans have a role in climate change.”). 
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analytical, temporally and spatially distant risk that represents an (uncertain) future loss 
for society.”27  Rationalization, denial, or a sense of futility may make people reluctant to 
alter their behaviors to reduce their climate impact.28  And for some, skepticism of 
climate risk provides a means of expressing underlying cultural values that would be 
threatened by climate-motivated restrictions on commerce.29 
 Evangelical Christians, especially believers in an “end-times” theology, are 
particularly hesitant to acknowledge climate change and support behavioral changes or 
policies to address it.30  Political conservatism and scientific skepticism, rather than 
religious belief per se, seem to best explain this resistance.31  Views of U.S. Catholics on 
climate change, in contrast to those of Evangelical Christians, tend to more closely 
resemble those of the general public.32  A survey just prior to the encyclical’s release 
found that the percentage of Catholics who agreed that the Earth is warming (71%), that 
the warming is caused by human activity (47%), and that climate change is a very serious 
problem (48%) was approximately the same as the general public (68%, 45%, and 46% 
respectively).33  Among Catholic respondents, Democrats and Hispanics were far more 
likely than Republicans and non-Hispanics to agree with those statements.34 
 The effect of religion on adherents’ views varies by issue, complicating efforts to 
predict whether religion can motivate changes in attitudes or behaviors with respect to 
climate change.  A 2010 survey found that religious beliefs have a stronger influence on 
adherents’ opinions with respect to abortion and same-sex marriage than with respect to 
other issues such as immigration and environmental protection.35  Within the Catholic 
Church, even the influence of a figure as popular as Pope Francis may be limited.  When 
asked whether they look to the Pope for guidance on difficult moral questions, 11% of 
American Catholics answered “a great deal,” 30% said “some,” and 56% answered “not 
much” or “not at all.”36 

                                                 
27 Sander van der Linden et al., Improving Public Engagement with Climate Change: Five “Best Practice” 
Insights from Psychological Science, 10 PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCH. SCI. 758, 761 (2015). 
28 See Lee Ross et al., The Climate Change Challenge and Barriers to the Exercise of Foresight 
Intelligence, 66 BIOSCI. 363, 364 (2016), 
http://ehsdiv.sph.berkeley.edu/krsmith/publications/2016/2016_RossFORESIGHT%20INTELLIGENCE.p
df.  
29 See Robert R.M. Verchick, Culture, Cognition, and Climate, 2016 U. ILL. L. REV. 969, 975-76 (2016); 
Dan M. Kahan et al., The Polarizing Impact of Science Literacy and Numeracy on Perceived Climate 
Change Risks, 2 NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE 732, 733 (2012). 
30 See Ecklund et al., supra note 26, at 4; see also David C. Barker & David H. Bearce, End-Times 
Theology, the Shadow of the Future, and Public Resistance to Addressing Global Climate Change, 66 
POLITICAL RESEARCH QTLY. 267, 269 (2012). 
31 See Ecklund et al., supra note 26, at 16. 
32 See Caniglia et al., supra note 7, at 259; PEW RESEARCH CTR., Catholics Divided Over Global Warming 
9 (June 16, 2015), http://www.pewforum.org/2015/06/16/catholics-divided-over-global-warming. 
33 See PEW RESEARCH CTR., supra note 32, at 1; see also Cox & Jones, supra note 21 (reporting that 73% 
of Catholics believe that the government should do more to address climate change).   
34 See PEW RESEARCH CTR., supra note 31, at 1-2. 
35 See PEW RESEARCH CTR., FEW SAY RELIGION SHAPES IMMIGRATION, ENVIRONMENT VIEWS 1-2 (2010), 
http://www.pewforum.org/2010/09/17/few-say-religion-shapes-immigration-environment-views/ (reporting 
that only 6% of respondents cited religion as the most important influence on their views regarding the 
environment).  
36 See PEW RESEARCH CTR., RELIGION IN EVERYDAY LIFE 47 (2016), 
http://www.pewforum.org/2016/04/12/religion-in-everyday-life/.  
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 B. Laudato Si’ & Subsequent Statements 
 Pope Francis’ climate initiative could be critical in reaching climate skeptics of 
the Christian faith.37  Previous popes have raised environmental concerns in less formal 
documents, but Pope Francis broke new ground by making the environment the subject of 
an encyclical.  An encyclical, a type of papal letter, is considered the most influential type 
of document within the Catholic Church.38  Pope Francis’ environmental encyclical, 
Laudato Si’, addresses not just Catholic bishops or laity but “every person living on this 
planet.”39  This form of address is in keeping with the contemporary practice of directing 
encyclicals to “all people of goodwill.”40  However, the “comprehensive and inclusive 
nature” of Laudato Si’ in its entirety is unique.41  Noting that “[t]he majority of people 
living on our planet profess to be believers,” the encyclical calls on different “religions to 
dialogue among themselves for the sake of protecting nature.”42  Singling out the 
scientific community as well, the encyclical encourages science and religion to engage in 
an “intense dialogue” to benefit humanity and the environment.43  
 Though sometimes described as a “climate change” encyclical, the document 
draws connections between the challenges of climate change and poverty and identifies a 
host of environmental and social concerns stemming from humanity’s relationship to the 
environment.44  As one commentary suggests, this distinctive “linking of environmental 
and climate discussions with issues of social justice, poverty, and economic inequality” 
has “the potential to transform the [climate] debate” by reframing climate change as more 
than an environmental concern.45  The encyclical represents a marked departure from 
conventional environmentalism, which has tended toward incremental policy solutions 
that focus on effects rather than underlying causes.46  Indeed, the encyclical broadly 
critiques “the dominant technocratic paradigm,” anthropocentrism, and market-centered 

                                                 
37 Using the terminology of cultural cognition theorists, one could describe Pope Francis as a “voucher”—
i.e., “a knowledgeable member of a cultural community [who] accepts information and vouches for it, 
[such that] others in that community feel safer considering the issue with an open mind.”  Verchick, supra 
note 29, at 983-84. 
38 See Lucia A. Silecchia, The Morality of Market Mechanisms, 46 ENVTL. L. REP. 10,005, 10,007 (2016) 
(comments of Prof. Lucia Ann Silecchia); see also Peter H. Raven, Our World and Pope Francis’ 
Encyclical, Laudato Si’, 91 QTLY. REV. OF BIOLOGY 247, 255 (2016), 
http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/pdfplus/10.1086/688094. Encyclicals traditionally were directed to 
the other Catholic bishops, but increasingly address the lay faithful as well as those outside the Catholic 
Church.  See Kishore Jayabalan, The Catholic Social Tradition, in CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHING AND THE 
MARKET ECONOMY 54, 58 (Philip Booth ed., 2014).  For a review of previous papal pronouncements 
regarding the environment, see Raven, supra, at 253-55. 
39 Pope Francis, supra note 1, at 4.   
40 Silecchia, supra note 38, at 10,006. 
41 Mary Evelyn Tucker & John Grim, Integrating Ecology and Justice: the Papal Encyclical, 91 QTLY. 
REV. OF BIOLOGY 261, 263 (2016), http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/pdfplus/10.1086/688095.  
42 Pope Francis, supra note 1, at 147. 
43 Id. at 45. 
44 Id. at 15-44; see John Copeland Nagle, Pope Francis, Environmental Anthropologist, 28 REGENT U. L. 
REV. 7, 10, 22 (2016).  
45 Tucker & Grim, supra note 41, at 265. 
46 James Gustave Speth, The Case for a New American Environmentalism, 39 ENVTL. L. REP. NEWS & 
ANALYSIS 10,066, 10,067 (2009). 
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development models that rely heavily on narrowly calculated costs and benefits.47  In 
response, the encyclical envisions a prominent role for legal reform as well as personal 
conversion and behavioral change.48  We must appreciate the environment “on its own 
terms,” the encyclical explains, “rather than as a standing reserve of resources to be 
deployed to advance our own purposes.”49  Ultimately, Laudato Si’ is significant not only 
because it comes from a popular and prominent public figure, but also because it situates 
climate change and other environmental challenges within a broader moral context.50 
 Since issuing the encyclical, Pope Francis has continued to devote significant 
attention to climate change and other environmental concerns.  In a September 2015 
speech before the United Nations (U.N.), he declared the existence of “a true ‘right of the 
environment’” founded on humans’ dependence on the environment as well as the 
intrinsic value of all living things.51  One year later, he called on the international 
community to fully implement the Paris Agreement: “Now governments are obliged to 
honour [sic] the commitments they made, while businesses must also responsibly do their 
part.  It is up to citizens to insist that this happen, and indeed to advocate for even more 
ambitious goals.”52  Pope Francis similarly declared to delegates to the November 2016 
U.N. climate conference that climate change “affects all humanity, especially the poorest 
and the future generations, . . . and call[s] us to the grave ethical and moral responsibility 
to act without delay . . . .”53  Following the 2016 U.S. elections, the Pope noted “the ease 
with which well-founded scientific opinion about the state of our planet is disregarded” 
and urged an audience of scientists “to offer a leadership that provides general and 
specific solutions for issues . . . [including] water, renewable forms of energy and food 
security.”54   
 
II.  Implementing Laudato Si’ and Gauging Its Influence 

                                                 
47 Pope Francis, supra note 1, at 75-87, 139, 141-143.  
48 Id. at 127, 129 (calling for international, national, and local policies to address environmental problems); 
id. at 149 (stating that “it is we human beings above all who need to change”); see Lucia A. Silecchia, 
“Social Love” as Vision for Environmental Law: Laudato Si’ and the Rule of Law, 10 LIBERTY U. L. REV. 
371, 372 (2016), http://scholarship.law.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1956&context=scholar.  One 
commentator contends that the Pope’s call for self-transformation and cultural change must be combined 
with mobilized political confrontation in order to address climate change and other concerns effectively.  
See Erik Olin Wright, Sociological Limitations of the Climate Change Encyclical, 5 NATURE CLIMATE 
CHANGE 902, 903 (2015), 
http://www.nature.com/nclimate/journal/v5/n10/full/nclimate2797.html?foxtrotcallback=true.  
49 Frank Pasquale, A Critique of Mastery and an Ethics of Attunement: From Spe Salvi to Laudato Si, in IN 
LAUDATO SI’: REFLECTIONS ON THE LEGAL, POLITICAL AND MORAL AUTHORITY OF CATHOLIC SOCIAL 
THOUGHT IN AN ERA OF CLIMATE CRISIS (Frank Pasquale & Michael Perry eds., forthcoming) at LAUDATO 
SI’: REFLECTIONS, supra note 6, at [2]. 
50 See Robert J. Brulle & Robert J. Antonio, The Pope’ Fateful Vision of Hope for Society and the Planet, 5 
NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE 900 (2015), 
https://www.nature.com/nclimate/journal/v5/n10/pdf/nclimate2796.pdf.  
51 Pope Francis, Address of the Holy Father, Meeting with the Members of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations Organization (Sept. 25, 2015). 
52 Pope Francis, Message on World Day of Prayer for Creation (Sept. 1, 2016). 
53 Pope Francis, Message for the 22nd Meeting of the Conference of Parties to the United Nations 
Framework Agreement on Climate Change (COP22) (Nov. 15, 2016), 
https://press.vatican.va/content/salastampa/en/bollettino/pubblico/2016/11/15/161115b.html. 
54 Pope Francis, Address to Pontifical Acad. of Sci. (Nov. 28, 2016). 
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 In spite of their broad reach, religious institutions generally have not 
demonstrated a strong ability to motivate environmentally positive behavior.55  For 
instance, highly religious Americans are no more likely than other Americans to recycle 
or to consider manufacturers’ environmental records in their purchasing decisions.56  
Prior efforts by some Evangelical leaders to engage on climate change triggered a 
backlash of environmental skepticism among conservative Evangelicals.57  Laudato Si’ 
nevertheless could prove to be more effective than other initiatives, however, due to Pope 
Francis’ broad popularity and the significance of papal encyclicals within the Catholic 
Church.   
 Notably, the encyclical disclaims any intention “to settle scientific questions or to 
replace politics.”58  The Pope “doesn’t have an environmental regulatory agency or a 
compliant legislature at his disposal.” 59  Nor does the Catholic Church aspire to a formal 
role in the “systems of governance” that it acknowledges as necessary to address 
problems of the global commons.60  The Catholic Church recognizes, however, that it can 
play a significant role in shaping “global regulatory norms.”61  In addition, it hopes to 
“apply moral pressure on the highest levels of civic and economic power.”62  
Accordingly, the encyclical calls on all persons to act—officials, experts, and ordinary 
citizens alike.  Furthermore, it suggests a multifaceted role for the world’s religions to 
inspire behavioral change and political action among adherents, raise environmental 
awareness, inform public debate, and engage in dialogue with one another and the 
sciences.63  This Part of the Article reviews the Catholic Church’s various efforts to 
disseminate and implement the encyclical’s teachings within the United States and 
globally, as well as within and outside of the Catholic world.  
 A. The Catholic Church and Catholic Organizations 
 To understand the reach and limits of efforts to disseminate and implement 
Laudato Si’, a brief background on the organization of the Catholic Church and related 
institutions is useful.  In the United States, the Catholic Church is organized into 34 
metropolitan provinces (run by archbishops), containing 196 dioceses managed by 
bishops; the dioceses are further divided into 17,958 parishes run by priests and 
deacons.64  Bishops are answerable primarily to the Vatican and to a limited extent to the 
metropolitan archbishop. 65  Notwithstanding this hierarchical structure, each diocese and 

                                                 
55 See Caniglia et al., supra note 7, at 258. 
56 See Religion in Everyday Life, supra note 36 at 29-30. 
57 See Bernard Daley Zaleha & Andrew Szasz, Keep Christianity Brown!, in HOW THE WORLD’S 
RELIGIONS ARE RESPONDING TO CLIMATE CHANGE 209, 214-17 (Robin Globus Veldman et al. eds., 2013). 
58 Pope Francis, supra note 1, at 137.  
59 Eric Roston, Behind the Scenes with the Pope’s Secret Science Committee, BLOOMBERG (June 16, 2015), 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-16/how-the-pope-got-religion-on-climate-change. 
60 Pope Francis, supra note 1, at 128.  
61 Id. at 127-128.  
62 Roston, supra note 59.  
63 Pope Francis, supra note 1, at 45, 145-46, 147-48, 156-60; see Peter K.A. Turkson, President, Pontifical 
Council for Justice & Peace, Laudato Si’ from Silicon Valley to Paris, Address at Santa Clara Univ. (Nov. 
3, 2015) (transcript available in the Ignatian Center Library). 
64 See ECONOMIST, supra note 12. 
65 See id. 
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each parish operates with a fair amount of autonomy.66  Other Catholic institutions, 
including religious orders and the schools and hospitals they operate likewise enjoy a 
degree of independence.67 
 
 

1. Domestic Efforts 
 The U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (“USCCB”), which coordinates the 
policy and leadership of the Catholic Church in the United States, has been involved with 
climate change issues since at least 2001.  In that year, the USCCB urged a “genuine 
dialogue” on, and response to, climate change “rooted in the virtue of prudence.”68  
Calling for “[a]ction to mitigate global climate change . . . built upon a foundation of 
social and economic justice,” the organization expressed particular concern for the poor 
and for potentially “disproportionate and unfair burdens on developing nations.”69  
Despite such expressions of concern, some observers have expressed doubt concerning 
the extent to which American Catholic leaders would embrace Laudato Si.’70  American 
bishops have been described as “more cautious and politically conservative” than Pope 
Francis on certain issues.71  Indeed, the USCCB has devoted greater attention to same-
sex marriage, abortion, and other issues than to climate change,72 and it has apparently 
lagged behind some of its foreign counterparts in promoting the encyclical.73  
Nonetheless, the organization has presented testimony and letters to Congress and other 
governmental actors supporting specific measures to address climate change, citing 
Laudato Si’.74  It also has initiated efforts to educate dioceses and priests to understand 
the encyclical.75 

                                                 
66 See Michael Agliardo, The U.S. Catholic Response to Climate Change, in HOW THE WORLD’S RELIGIONS 
ARE RESPONDING TO CLIMATE CHANGE 174, 175-76 (Robin Globus Veldman et al. eds., 2013). 
67 See id. at 176. 
68 See Global Climate Change: A Pleas for Dialogue, Prudence, and the Common Good, U.S. 
CONFERENCE. OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS (Jun. 15, 2001), http://www.usccb.org/issues-and-action/human-life-
and-dignity/environment/global-climate-change-a-plea-for-dialogue-prudence-and-the-common-good.cfm. 
69 Id. 
70 Laurie Goodstein, Pope Francis May Find Wariness Among U.S. Bishops on Climate Change, N.Y. 
TIMES (June 14, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/14/us/pope-francis-may-find-wariness-among-
us-bishops-on-climate-change.html (reporting concerns that the Church would become enmeshed in 
political debate or be associated with environmentalists who advocate population control). 
71 Id. 
72 See Suzanne Goldenberg, Pope Francis Faces Challenge Persuading US’s Catholic Leaders on Climate 
Change, GUARDIAN (Sept. 16, 2015), https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/sep/16/us-catholic-
leadership-pope-francis-climate-change. 
73 See Seth Heald, The Pope’s Climate Message in the United States: Moral Arguments and Moral 
Disengagement, ENV’T MAG. 4, 9-11 (May/June 2016), 
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00139157.2016.1161995?journalCode=venv20. 
74 See, e.g., Letter from Oscar Cantú et al., Chair, Comm. on Int’l Justice & Peace, U.S. Conference of 
Catholic Bishops, to Rex Tillerson (Feb. 17, 2017), http://www.usccb.org/issues-and-action/human-life-
and-dignity/environment/upload/USCCB-CRS-Letter-to-Secretary-Tillerson-on-Care-for-Creation-02-17-
2017.pdf; Letter from Thomas G. Wenski, Archbishop of Miami, to U.S. Senate on Protecting Nonprofit 
Energy-Efficiency Program and a National Carbon Standard (Feb. 3, 2016), http://www.usccb.org/issues-
and-action/human-life-and-dignity/environment/wenski-letter-to-senate-carbon-standard-2016-2-3.cfm; 
Letter from Thomas G. Wenski et al. to U.S. Congress on Green Climate Fund and Reducing Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions (Oct. 28, 2015), http://www.usccb.org/issues-and-action/human-life-and-
dignity/environment/letter-to-congress-on-green-climate-fund-and-greenhouse-gas-emissions-2015-10-
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 Beyond the formal hierarchy of the Catholic Church,  the Catholic Climate 
Covenant was founded in 2006 to implement Catholic social teaching on ecology.76  This 
nonprofit organization has organized petitions, letter writing campaigns, and other 
advocacy efforts in support of a national carbon pollution standard and international 
climate change efforts.77  After the 2016 elections, the organization met with 
Congressional leaders to express support for Obama-era efforts to combat climate change 
and to push for policies that promote jobs and economic growth while addressing the 
problem of climate change.78  The organization has also distributed teaching materials, 
study guides, and other resources on the encyclical within the U.S. Catholic Church.79 
 At regional and local levels, parishes, schools, and other Catholic entities have 
identified and implemented measures to reduce GHG emissions or environmental impacts 
onsite.80  The Archdiocese of Chicago, for example, has committed to evaluating all its 
buildings for water use, energy use, and GHG emissions.81  Catholic institutions have 
also incorporated messaging aimed at reducing individual carbon footprints.82  Aided by 
University of Georgia scientists, the Archdiocese of Atlanta adopted an action plan that 

                                                                                                                                                 
28.cfm; Letter from Thomas G. Wenski et al. to Todd Stern and U.S. State Department in Support of 
Global Commitments to Reduce Carbon Emissions (Oct. 28, 2015), http://www.usccb.org/issues-and-
action/human-life-and-dignity/environment/joint-letter-to-state-department-supporting-reduction-of-
carbon-emissions-10-28-2015.cfm; see also Press Release, Catholic Climate Covenant, 125 Catholic 
Leaders Sign Letter Supporting Clean Power Plan (Feb. 16, 2017), 
http://www.catholicclimatecovenant.org/press_releases/125%20Catholic%20Leaders%20Sign%20Letter%
20Supporting%20Clean%20Power%20Plan%20.pdf; see generally Environment Documents Archive, U.S. 
CONF. OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS, http://www.usccb.org/issues-and-action/human-life-and-
dignity/environment/environmental-justice-program/archived-documents-for-environmental-justice-
program.cfm (last visited Dec. 2, 2016) (listing various letters and statements). 
75 See Camille von Kaenel, As “Laudato Si’” Turns 1, Catholics Vow Climate Education Push, 
CLIMATEWIRE (June 14, 2016), https://www.eenews.net/climatewire/stories/1060038771.  
76 See About, CATHOLIC CLIMATE COVENANT, http://www.catholicclimatecovenant.org/OurStory (last 
visited Feb. 26, 2017). 
77 See Peter K.A. Turkson, President, Pontifical Council of Justice and Peace, Address at Boston College on 
Sustainable Humanity, Sustainable Planet (Sept. 28, 2015) (video http://frontrow.bc.edu/program/turkson). 
78 See Brian Roewe, At COP 22 and on Capitol Hill, Faith Groups Step Up Climate Efforts, NAT’L 
CATHOLIC REP. (Nov. 17, 2016), https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/eco-catholic/cop22-and-capitol-hill-
faith-groups-step-climate-efforts. 
79 See Heald, supra note 73, at 8-9. 
80 See Joshua Emerson Smith, Catholic Leaders: Climate Change on Same Level as Abortion and Death 
Penalty, SAN DIEGO UNION TRIBUNE (Dec. 3, 2016), 
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/environment/sd-me-bishops-climate-20161130-story.html; see 
also Elizabeth A. Elliott, Parishes Around the Globe Work to Implement Pope’s Eco-Encyclical, NAT’L 
CATHOLIC REP. (June 15, 2016), https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/eco-catholic/parishes-around-globe-
work-implement-pope-eco-encyclical; Sydney Pereira, Here’s a Look at How Catholic Churches Are 
Taking Pope Francis’ Climate Encyclical to Heart, THINKPROGRESS (July 11, 2016), 
https://thinkprogress.org/heres-a-look-at-how-catholic-churches-are-taking-pope-francis-climate-
encyclical-to-heart-fafd2d1b0ca5#.gl11f9nsb; Joseph Hartropp, Green Christianity: Thousands of UK 
Churches Convert to Renewable Energy, CHRISTIANITY TODAY (Sept. 1, 2016), 
http://www.christiantoday.com/article/green.christianity.thousands.of.uk.churches.convert.to.renewable.ene
rgy/94431.htm. 
81 See Joyce Duriga, Chicago Archdiocese Commits to Energy-Efficient Buildings in Response to Pope’s 
Encyclical, NAT’L CATH. REP. (July 27, 2015), https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/eco-catholic/chicago-
archdiocese-commits-energy-efficient-buildings-response-popes-encyclical. 
82 See Smith, supra note 80. 
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sets out “a menu of options that parishes and parishioners can take to start the difficult 
spiritual work of reversing the threat of global climate change and environmental 
degradation . . . .”83  Jesuit universities and other Jesuit institutions have shown particular 
interest in incorporating the encyclical into their programs by organizing conferences, 
lectures, and reading groups.84  Although overall impact is difficult to measure, these 
efforts illustrate the potentially broad and varied reach of the Church.   
 

1. International Efforts  
  International efforts to implement the encyclical have been spearheaded by the 
Global Catholic Climate Movement (“GCCM”), an international coalition of Catholic 
organizations, religious officials, and laity.85  Launched in early 2015, the GCCM has a 
mission of “bring[ing] Laudato Si’ to life” by promoting change in three dimensions: 
within individuals, in lifestyles, and in the public sphere.86  Specifically, the GCCM’s 
efforts aim at: (1) an internal transformation, or “ecological conversion,” in individuals 
and local communities; (2) lifestyle changes among parishes and parishioners; and (3) 
policy measures to address climate change and other environmental threats.87  Some of 
the GCCM’s initiatives resemble initiatives adopted in the United States.   For example, 
the GCCM released Eco-Parish Guide: Bringing Laudato Si to Life to assist parishes and 
individual parishioners in reducing emissions, advocating for climate justice, and caring 
for persons harmed by climate change.88  Other initiatives have looked to the private 
sector for inspiration.  Of particular note is the GCCM’s proposed “Roman Catholic 
Church Global Sustainability Program” that would recognize the collective 
environmental footprint of an institution with over a billion members and hundreds of 
thousands of facilities.89  If implemented, such a program would be akin to corporate 
environmental sustainability programs that measure, report, and seek to reduce the 
environmental impacts of large multinational corporations.90   
 The GCCM has been active in public advocacy as well.  The group has 
encouraged divestment from fossil fuels, prompting a handful of Catholic 
organizations—ranging from a diocese in Brazil to a U.S. health care institution that 
operates 20 hospitals—to remove fossil fuel investments from their portfolios.91  The 

                                                 
83 See UNIV. OF GA., LAUDATO SI’ ACTION PLAN FOR THE ARCHDIOCESE OF ATLANTA 6, 48 (2015), 
http://archatl.com/catholic-life/refreshatl. 
84 See Jesuit Institutions Rise to Pope Francis’s Challenge of Laudato Si’ as Encyclical Celebrates 1-Year, 
IGNATIAN SOLIDARITY NETWORK (June 14, 2016), https://ignatiansolidarity.net/blog/2016/06/14/jesuit-
pope-francis-laudato-si-encyclical-1-year/; see also Tucker & Grim, supra note 41, at 262-63 (noting Pope 
Francis is a Jesuit, and there are 28 Jesuit universities in the United States, 150 Jesuit universities around 
the world, and 324 Jesuit secondary schools). 
85 See Our Statement to the Church and the World, GLOB. CATHOLIC CLIMATE MOVEMENT (Jan. 14, 2015), 
http://catholicclimatemovement.global/our-statement. 
86 GLOB. CATHOLIC CLIMATE MOVEMENT, ECO-PARISH GUIDE BRINGING LAUDATO SI’ TO LIFE 2 (2016), 
https://cjpcbrisbane.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/gccm-eco-parish-guide-english.pdf. 
87 Id. at 2-7. 
88 See generally id. 
89 See id. at 5. 
90 See id. at 7. 
91 See Brian Roewe, On Francis of Assisi Feast Day, Catholic Groups Divest from Fossil Fuels, NAT’L 
CATH. REP. (Oct. 4, 2016), https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/eco-catholic/francis-assisi-feast-day-catholic-
groups-divest-fossil-fuels. 
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GCCM also organized Catholic participation in the April 2017 Climate Action March in 
Washington DC and other cities.92 
 The preceding discussion illustrates the multifaceted nature of efforts to promote 
the encyclical within the Catholic Church and other Catholic institutions. These efforts 
reflect a strategy of long-term and ongoing dissemination and engagement rather than a 
one-off approach.  Serving as a foundation for the Church’s climate change strategy, the 
encyclical declares that the environment is a matter eminently suitable for Church 
consideration and action, and not a political issue to be avoided. 
 B. Broader Society 
 In a pluralistic society, the relevance of Laudato Si’ to those outside the Church 
remains an open question.  Nonetheless, the encyclical is “addressed to all people of good 
will,”93 and it deliberately calls on those outside the Church to join in its mission. 94  As 
the following discussion illustrates, the Vatican has not hesitated to engage with 
institutions and persons outside the Catholic Church as it implements the encyclical. 

1. Outreach Beyond the Catholic Church 
 The encyclical itself invites other religions to cooperate on environmental 
concerns.95  Noting the concern expressed by other churches and non-Christian religious 
institutions regarding the environment,96 the encyclical provides an extensive discussion 
of comments by the spiritual leader of the Eastern Orthodox Church (Orthodox Patriarch 
Bartholomew),97 and refers to the teaching of a Muslim mystic (Ali al-Khawas).98  
Shortly before the encyclical’s release, the Vatican convened a gathering of world 
religious leaders to a symposium on climate science to consider the potential role of those 
leaders.99  Outreach efforts have since continued, and the encyclical has received the 
endorsement of other religious leaders and organizations.100   
 The encyclical also invites a dialogue between religion and science.  The 
Pontifical Academy of Sciences, an independent entity within the Vatican whose eighty 
members reflect “outstanding contributions in their fields of scientific endeavor,” has 
played a particularly noteworthy role in fostering such dialogue.101  This source of 

                                                 
92 See April 29: Climate March in Washington, D.C., GLOB. CATHOLIC CLIMATE MOVEMENT 
https://catholicclimatemovement.global/april-29 (last visited Apr. 28, 2017). 
93 Pope Francis, supra note 1, at 45. 
94 See id. at 12-13, 147-48. 
95 Id. at 147-48. 
96 Id. at 7. 
97 Id. at 8-9. 
98 Id. at 168; see Christoph Bals, A Successful Provocation for a Pluralistic Global Society, 
GERMANWATCH 38 (Aug. 2016), www.germanwatch.org/en/12697 (noting that this “is the first time an 
encyclical has referred to a Muslim author.”). 
99 See Edwin Cartlidge, Vatican Convenes Major Climate-Change Meeting, 520 NATURE 596 (Apr. 27, 
2015), https://www.nature.com/news/vatican-convenes-major-climate-change-meeting-1.17422; Roston, 
supra note 59. 
100 See Calvin B. DeWitt, Earth Stewardship and Laudato Si’, 91 Q. REV. OF BIOLOGY 271, 272-73 (2016); 
see also Andrew Hoffman, Laudato Si’ and the Role of Religion in Shaping Humanity’s Response to 
Climate Change, SOLUTIONS, Sept.–Oct. 2015, at 40, 43, 
https://www.thesolutionsjournal.com/article/laudato-si-and-the-role-of-religion-in-shaping-humanitys-
response-to-climate-change. 
101 See History, PONTIFICAL ACAD. OF SCIS., http://www.pas.va/content/accademia/en/about/history.html 
(last visited Feb. 26, 2017); see also Roston, supra note 59 (discussing role of Pontifical Academy in 
advising Pope Francis on climate change). 
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scientific expertise to the Pope has organized numerous meetings on climate change, 
including a July 2015 meeting of 60 mayors from around the world aimed at fostering 
sharing of best practices and pledges to pursue low-impact development,102 a September 
2016 seminar reflecting on the impact of the encyclical and on the challenges to be 
addressed at upcoming international climate change meetings,103 and a November 2016 
plenary session on science & sustainability.104 

2. Effects on Public Opinion 
 Prominent efforts to persuade on climate change, such as Laudato Si’, could help 
to shift public opinion and intensify pressure for action.  The evidence to date suggests 
that the encyclical has had a relatively modest effect on U.S. public opinion.  Surveys 
have found significant proportions of Americans—and even American Catholics—to be 
unaware of the encyclical or the Pope’s views on climate change.105  However, two-thirds 
of those aware of the Pope’s views agreed with his concerns.106  Among the general 
public, the encyclical and related efforts appeared to have slightly increased concern 
regarding climate change and support for action.107  In the wake of the encyclical, 
American Catholics are somewhat more likely to worry about climate change, perceive 

                                                 
102 See Carol Glatz, At Vatican, World’s Mayors Vow to Tackle Climate Change, Poverty, NAT’L CATH. 
REP. (July 21, 2015), https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/eco-catholic/vatican-worlds-mayors-vow-tackle-
climate-change-poverty. 
103 See “Laudato Si’” and the Path to COP22 in Marrakech, PONTIFICAL ACAD. OF SCIS., 
http://www.pas.va/content/accademia/en/events/2016/cop22.html (last visited Feb. 26, 2017). 
104 See Science and Sustainability, PONTIFICAL ACAD. OF SCIS., 
http://www.pas.va/content/accademia/en/events/2016/science_and_sustainability.html (last visited Feb. 26, 
2017). 
105 See Catholics Twice as Likely to Agree with Pope Francis on Climate Change Than Disagree, But Many 
Still Unfamiliar with Views, PUBLIC RELIGION RESEARCH INST. (Aug. 31, 2015), 
http://www.prri.org/spotlight/catholics-twice-as-likely-to-agree-with-pope-francis-on-climate-change-than-
disagree-but-many-still-unfamiliar-with-views (August 2015 survey finding 20% of Catholics unaware of 
Pope Francis’ position on climate change); ASSOCIATED PRESS-NORC CTR. FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
RESEARCH, supra note 20 at 2-3 (finding one month after encyclical’s release that only 31% of Americans 
and a similar share of American Catholics had heard of encyclical); ASSOCIATED PRESS-NORC CENTER 
FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS RESEARCH, AMERICAN ATTITUDES TOWARD THE POPE FOLLOWING HIS VISIT TO THE 
UNITED STATES 2 (2016), 
http://www.apnorc.org/PDFs/PopeInAmerica/October%202015%20omnibus%20report_FINAL.pdf 
(October 2015 survey finding that 36% of Americans were aware of the encyclical); CARA, supra note 11, 
at 3-4 (finding one year after release that 32% of Catholics and 28% of general public recalled hearing or 
reading about encyclical); EDWARD MAIBACH ET AL., THE FRANCIS EFFECT: HOW POPE FRANCIS CHANGED 
THE CONVERSATION ABOUT GLOBAL WARMING 10-11 (2015), http://environment.yale.edu/climate-
communication-OFF/files/The_Francis_Effect.pdf (finding in fall 2015 that 19% of Americans and 24% of 
Catholics had heard about encyclical). 
106 See Cox & Jones, supra note 21. 
107 See MAIBACH ET AL., supra note 106, at 6, 14 (finding small change in opinion about global warming 
and slight increase in public support for U.S. to reduce its GHG emissions); Mills et al., supra note 25, at 4 
(finding that 15% of respondents were “more convinced that global warming is happening and we should 
act” as a result of encyclical); ASSOCIATED PRESS-NORC CENTER FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS RESEARCH, supra 
note 20, at 3 (reporting that percentage of Americans who say global warming is happening rose from 63% 
to 69% between March and July 2015); ASSOCIATED PRESS-NORC CTR. FOR PUB. AFFAIRS RESEARCH, 
AMERICAN ATTITUDES TOWARD THE POPE FOLLOWING HIS VISIT TO THE UNITED STATES 3 (2016), 
http://www.apnorc.org/PDFs/PopeInAmerica/October%202015%20omnibus%20report_FINAL.pdf 
(reporting that U.S. public opinion on global warming did not shift significantly between July 2015 and 
October 2015). 
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climate change as a moral issue, and believe that human activities are responsible for 
climate change.108  Perhaps the encyclical’s most significant impact has been to raise 
awareness that climate change will harm the poor, people in developing countries, and 
future generations.109 

Further analysis of public opinion has found effects largely consistent with 
cultural cognition theory, which posits that people interpret information about risk in 
ways that reflect their cultural values.110  Namely, liberals became more concerned about 
climate change and its risks in response to the encyclical, whereas conservatives became 
less concerned.111  These results led the authors of one study to declare that the Pope’s 
message “backfired with conservative Catholics and non-Catholics, who not only resisted 
the message but defended their preexisting beliefs by devaluing the Pope’s credibility on 
climate change.”112 
 However, it would be a mistake to conclude from these findings that Laudato Si’ 
has been a failure.  As noted above, overall levels of concern about climate change have 
risen modestly.  The Catholic Church has made progress in framing climate change as a 
moral problem that affects people, not just the environment —a framing that could 
especially help to overcome indifference to the issue.  Most importantly, the Church’s 
implementation of Laudato Si’ is multifaceted, long-term, and global.  No single survey 
can fully capture its effect on public opinion nor can surveys alone measure its overall 
effectiveness. 
   3. Effects on Politicians, Policymakers, and Policy 

The encyclical’s influence on politicians and other policy makers—or lack 
thereof—may be as important as its influence on public opinion.  Release of the 
encyclical gave rise to hopes that the Pope “could be in a position to break the partisan 
deadlock over climate change” by virtue of being the religious leader of a faith closely 

                                                 
108 See Cristina Maza, One Year Later, How a Pope’s Message on Climate Has Resonated, CHRISTIAN SCI. 
MONITOR (June 24, 2016), http://www.csmonitor.com/Environment/2016/0624/One-year-later-how-a-
Pope-s-message-on-climate-has-resonated (noting surveys finding that “the percentage of American 
Catholics who thought climate change is a moral issue jumped from 34 percent to 42 percent” and “that 
Catholic Republicans who read Laudato Si were 10 percent more likely to agree that human activities are 
responsible for climate change”); MAIBACH ET AL., supra note 105, at 5-6 (finding 11% increase in 
Catholics worried about global warming and 8% increase in Catholics viewing global warming as a moral 
issue); see also GEO. UNIV., supra note 24, at 8 (reporting that 32% of Catholic respondents agreed that 
Pope Francis’ statements had strengthened their belief that they had a personal moral responsibility to 
combat climate change); Jonathon P. Schuldt et al., Brief Exposure to Pope Francis Heightens Moral 
Beliefs About Climate Change, 141 CLIMATIC CHANGE 167, 172-75 (2017), 
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs10584-016-1893-9.pdf (finding that briefly exposing 
survey respondents to photo of and question regarding Pope Francis increased perceptions of climate 
change as a moral issue, particularly among Republicans). 
109 See MAIBACH ET AL., supra note 105, at 6, 22 (finding a 15% increase in the belief that global warming 
will harm people in developing countries, a 12% increase in the belief that global warming will harm the 
poor, and a 10% increase in the belief that global warming will harm future generations). 
110 See Nan Li et al., Cross-Pressuring Conservative Catholics? Effects of Pope Francis’ Encyclical on the 
U.S. Public Opinion on Climate Change, 139 CLIMATIC CHANGE 367, ___ (2016), 
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs10584-016-1821-z.pdf; see also Dan M. Kahan, The 
Cognitively Illiberal State, 60 STAN. L. REV. 115, 120 (2007) 
111 See Li et al., supra note 111, supra note 110, at 376. 
112 Id. at 377. 
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associated with U.S. conservative elites.113  However, public statements in response to 
the encyclical suggest that the encyclical has not swayed many politicians in the United 
States.  Those who were already proponents of strong action on climate change hailed the 
document, whereas opponents responded negatively.114  Even Republican presidential 
candidates of the Catholic faith rejected the Pope’s views.115  Jeb Bush remarked, for 
example, “I don’t get my economic policy from my bishops or my cardinals or my 
pope.”116  Similarly, Rick Santorum urged the Church to “leav[e] science to the 
scientists.”117  Republicans in Congress, including House Speaker John Boehner and 
other Catholics, were similarly dismissive.118  

In contrast, President Obama described the Pope’s call to action as a measure he 
“deeply admire[d].”119  Hillary Clinton, a Methodist, declared herself to be “deeply 
moved” by Pope Francis’ teachings on climate change and “urge[d] Americans of every 
faith and political persuasion to listen to what he has to say.”120  Senator Al Franken and 
five co-sponsors introduced a resolution declaring that “the Senate stands with Pope 
Francis,” and that “immediate action must be taken to significantly reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions . . . .”121  Other Democratic politicians praised the encyclical, including 
House Leader Nancy Pelosi,122 California Governor Jerry Brown,123 and California 
Senate President pro tem Kevin DeLeon.124  

Perhaps the most tangible influence of Laudato Si’ was in shaping the Paris 
climate talks.125  Issued six months prior to the climate talks, the encyclical was aimed at 
the leaders and representatives gathered in Paris as well as citizens who could pressure 
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121 S. Res. 244, 114th Cong. (2015). 
122 See Nancy Pelosi, Pelosi Remarks on His Holiness Pope Francis’ Encyclical ‘Laudato Si’, 
DEMOCRATICLEADER.GOV (June 18, 2015), http://www.democraticleader.gov/newsroom/pelosi-remarks-
on-his-holiness-pope-francis-encyclical-laudato-si. 
123 See Cindy Wooden, California Governor Says ‘Laudato Si’’ Was Necessary Wake-Up Call, NAT’L 
CATHOLIC REP. (July 20, 2015), https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/eco-catholic/california-governor-says-
laudato-si-was-necessary-wake-call. 
124 See Marie Venner, California Legislators, Bishops Highlight ‘Laudato Si’’ in Pushing Clean Energy 
Bill, NAT’L CATHOLIC REP. (Sept. 10, 2015), https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/eco-catholic/california-
legislators-bishops-highlight-laudato-si-pushing-clean-energy-bill. 
125 See Tucker & Grim, supra note 41, at 263. 
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their leaders for policy change.126  Upon its release, various U.N. officials, including 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and UNFCCC Executive Secretary Christiana Figueres, 
praised the encyclical’s call to action on climate change.127  The announcement of the 
encyclical was the subject of a formal U.N. gathering,128 and in September 2015 Pope 
Francis delivered an address to the U.N. General Assembly focusing on ecological 
concerns.129  At the Paris climate summit, the GCCM presented a petition featuring the 
signatures of nearly one million Catholics in the hopes of urging global leaders to keep 
global temperature rise below 1.5°C.130  During the talks, a panel on the encyclical was 
held at Notre Dame Cathedral.131  While it may be impossible to quantify the Catholic 
Church’s precise contribution to the Paris Agreement, world leaders repeatedly invoked 
the encyclical at Paris,132 and the Philippine delegation, who used the petition as a talking 
point during the negotiations, credited it as having “a very critical role in the campaign to 
raise the ambition in Paris.”133  

 
III. Reflections on Laudato Si’ as Private Environmental Governance 
 This Part steps back from the details of implementing Laudato Si’ and offers 
broader reflections on Laudato Si’ as a form of private environmental governance. 
 
 A. The Catholic Church as Transnational Corporation? 
 As noted at the outset, private environmental governance typically refers to the 
development and application of standards by private actors, including transnational 

                                                 
126 See Turkson, supra note 77 (quoting Pope Francis) (“It is fundamentally in the hands of peoples and in 
their ability to organize.  It is in their hands, which can guide with humility and conviction this process of 
change.’”); see also Laudato Si’, supra note 1, at 131 (“[P]ublic pressure has to be exerted in order to bring 
about decisive political action.”). 
127 See Pope Francis Releases Encyclical on Climate and Environment, UN CLIMATE CHANGE NEWSROOM, 
http://newsroom.unfccc.int/unfccc-newsroom/pope-francis-releases-encyclical-on-climate-and-
environment/ (last visited Sept. 26, 2017 11:43 PM). 
128 See Tucker & Grim, supra note 41, at 266. 
129 Pope Francis’ Speech to the United Nations General Assembly (Sept. 25, 2015), 
http://www.popefrancisvisit.com/schedule/address-to-united-nations-general-assembly; Tucker & Grim at 
263.  The U.N. General Assembly adopted a sustainable development agenda shortly after the Pope’s 
address.  Id. 
130 See,1st Year Anniversary!, GLOB. CATHOLIC CLIMATE MOVEMENT, 
http://catholicclimatemovement.global/anniversary/ (last visited Sept. 26, 2017 11:49 PM) 
131 See Tucker & Grim, supra note 41, at 263. 
132 See, e.g., H.E. Mr. Horacio Manuel Cartes, President of Paraguay, Statement at UNFCCC Paris 
Meetings 1, 4 (Nov. 5, 2015), 
http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/paris_nov_2015/application/pdf/cop21cmp11_leaders_event_paraguay.pdf 
(citing encyclical extensively); H.E. Mr. Rafael Correa Delgado, President of Ecuador, Statement at 
UNFCCC Paris Meetings 3 (Nov. 30, 2015), 
http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/paris_nov_2015/application/pdf/cop21cmp11_leaders_event_ecuador.pdf; 
H.E. Mr. Juan A. Fuentes Soría, Vice-President of Guatemala, Statement at UNFCCC Paris Meetings 4-5 
(Nov. 2015), 
http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/paris_nov_2015/application/pdf/cop21cmp11_leaders_event_guatemala.pdf
; see also Graham Gordon, How a Letter from the Pope is Changing the World: Laudato Si’ One Year On, 
THE HUFFINGTON POST (June 16, 2016), http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/graham-gordon/how-a-letter-
from-the-pop_b_10507840.html. 
133 The Role of Catholics in the 1.5°C Victory at COP21, GLOB. CATHOLIC CLIMATE MOVEMENT, 
http://catholicclimatemovement.global/1-5c-victory (last visited Feb. 22, 2017). 
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corporations (“TNCs”).  The Catholic Church resembles a TNC in its size and reach, a 
fact that suggests their potential comparability in analyses of private environmental 
governance.  Might it be useful to think of the Catholic Church or other large religious 
organizations as TNCs, and can we apply what we know about private environmental 
governance in other contexts to religious institutions? 
  
  1. Differences 

Obviously, religious entities and for-profit corporations differ in significant ways.  
TNCs are profit-maximizing entities engaged primarily in selling goods or services,134 
whereas religious entities are not.135  For-profit corporations focus on the bottom line, the 
present, and the secular, whereas religious entities—at least in theory—promote a 
worldview and relate to the transcendent.136  Moreover, the profit incentives and 
organizational structure of corporations suggest a responsiveness to demands of 
shareholders and the public that may be lacking among religious institutions.137  Even so, 
religious institutions similarly face pressure from donors and adherents to take certain 
positions, and they likewise compete against each other and against secular rivals for the 
attention and resources of adherents.138 

Corporations and religious organizations also may differ in terms of their ability 
to implement positions or strategies across an entire organization.  TNCs face various 
challenges in implementing Corporate Social Responsibility (“CSR”) strategies through 
their subsidiaries, including: problems of coordination, disparate shareholder expectations 
and institutional contexts, and lack of institutional control.139  The Catholic Church, in 
contrast, is known for its hierarchical structure.  The enunciation of Catholic social 

                                                 
134 See Elizabeth C. Kurucz et al., The Business Case for Corporate Social Responsibility, in THE OXFORD 
HANDBOOK OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 83, 94 (Andrew Crane et al. eds., 2008) (discussing 
“view that business is primarily an economic actor.”). 
135 Section 501(c)(3) of the tax code treats churches as nonprofit religious corporations.  26 U.S.C. § 
501(c)(3) (2012).  See also Jacob E. Dean, Do You Have That New Church App for Your iPhone?, 46 
CREIGHTON L. REV. 173, 186-87 (2013) (discussing various factors considered by the IRS in determining if 
an organization is a church for federal tax purposes). 
136 See Randolph Haluza-DeLay, Religion and Climate Change: Varieties in Viewpoints and Practices, 5 
WIRES CLIMATE CHANGE 261, 264 (2014) (asserting that religion lacks a clear definition and noting 
difficulties in defining religion while describing six common dimensions of religion); Michael W. 
McConnell, The Problem of Singling Out Religion, 50 DEPAUL L. REV. 1, 42 (2000) (describing religion as 
simultaneously “an institution,” “an ideology or worldview,” “a set of personal loyalties and locus of 
community,” “an aspect of identity,” and a phenomenon that “provides answers to questions of ultimate 
reality.”). 
137 See Dennis A. Rondinelli & Michael A. Berry, Environmental Citizenship in Multinational 
Corporations: Social Responsibility and Sustainable Development, 18 EUROPEAN MGMT. J. 70, 74 (2000) 
(discussing why corporations engage in corporate environmental citizenship). 
138 See Laurence R. Iannaccone, Progress in the Economics of Religion, 150 J. INSTITUTIONAL & 
THEORETICAL ECON. 737, 739-41 (1993) (discussing application of economic concepts to religious 
organizations). 
139 See Daniel Arenas & Silvia Ayuso, Unpacking Transnational Corporate Responsibility: Coordination 
Mechanisms and Orientations, 25 J. BUS. ETHICS 217, 217 (2016); see also D. Jamali, The CSR of MNC 
Subsidiaries in Developing Countries: Global, Local, Substantive or Diluted?, 93 J. BUS. ETHICS 181, 184-
85 (2010); Josie Fisher & Ingrid Bonn, International Strategies and Ethics: Exploring the Tensions 
Between Head Office and Subsidiaries, 45 MGMT DECISION 1560, 1565-69 (2007) (discussing global, 
multinational, and transnational approaches to ethics and challenges faced by TNCs in implementing these 
approaches). 
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doctrine in an encyclical is considered authoritative, “requir[ing] the religious submission 
of intellect and will of Catholics.”140  Religious institutions nonetheless vary in terms of 
their ability to speak and act in a unitary fashion.  Unlike the Catholic Church, other 
religious institutions may lack clear structures, chains of authority, or even codified 
beliefs.141  Even within the Catholic Church, national and local responses to the 
encyclical have varied widely.142 

Finally, religious entities and for-profit corporations are treated differently under 
the law.  Importantly, corporations can engage in lobbying and political advocacy, 
whereas religious organizations risk losing their tax-exempt status if they do so.143  Thus, 
certain avenues of governance may be off-limits to religious organizations. 

 2. Similarities 
Notwithstanding these differences, commonalities between corporations and 

religious organizations suggest that corporate social responsibility efforts could offer 
valuable insights for analyzing private environmental governance by religious 
organizations.  Large religious organizations, like TNCs, are powerful and far-reaching 
institutions.  The various avenues by which TNCs engage in environmental governance—
shaping environmental policies, implementing environmental regulations, and adopting 
environmental management systems144—could offer a useful blueprint for religious 
institutions.   

Internally, corporations may redesign products, alter manufacturing practices, or 
adhere to voluntary environmental, health, and safety standards.145  Although religious 
organizations largely do not engage in resource-intensive activities such as 
manufacturing, they nevertheless have a sizeable environmental footprint.146  Internal 
efforts to reduce the size of that footprint can yield significant environmental benefits.   

Externally, corporations may not only engage in philanthropic activities and 
environmentally beneficial projects,147 but also exercise control beyond formal corporate 
boundaries. Though TNCs are not legally responsible for the wages, working conditions, 
or environmental impacts of suppliers and contractors,148 many TNCs recognize that 
suppliers’ and contractors’ social and environmental performance can be a source of 
                                                 
140 Jayabalan, supra note 38, at 56, 59-60.  Within the Catholic Church, such teachings, referred to as 
“ordinary magisterium,” can be contrasted with the “extraordinary magisterium” which is issued 
specifically ex cathedra solely on matters of faith and morals, concerning divine revelation, by the Pope or 
by the Pope and bishops in unison, and is by definition infallible, requiring the ‘full assent of faith’ of 
Catholics.”   
141 See Haluza-DeLay, supra note 136, at 262. 
142 See Goldenberg, supra note 72..  
143 See 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3) (2012).  Another difference in legal treatment is that the Establishment and 
Free Exercise Clauses offer churches the autonomy to engage in certain employment and other practices 
that are forbidden to corporations.  See Angela C. Carmella, After Hobby Lobby: The “Religious For-
Profit” and the Limits of the Autonomy Doctrine, 80 MO. L. REV. 381, 383-84, 398 (2015), 
http://law.missouri.edu/lawreview/files/2015/06/6.Carmella.pdf (discussing various ways in which the 
autonomy doctrine protects the institutional integrity and normative role of churches). 
144 See David L. Levy & Peter J. Newell, Introduction: The Business of Global Environmental Governance, 
in THE BUS. OF GLOBAL ENVTL. GOVERNANCE 1, 1-5 (2005). 
145 See Rondinelli & Berry, supra note 137, at 70, 78. 
146 See supra text accompanying nn. 10-14. 
147 See Rondinelli & Berry, supra note 137, at 75. 
148 See Andrew Millington, Responsibility in the Supply Chain, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF CORPORATE 
SOC. RESPONSIBILITY ,  at 363, 363-64 (Feb. 2008). 
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economic risk.149  TNCs address such risk by requiring adherence to corporate codes of 
conduct and engaging in other forms of supply chain management.150  Such corporate 
social responsibility efforts demonstrate that businesses are not purely economic actors, 
but are political and social actors as well.151  

Like TNCs, religious organizations often reach broadly across national borders 
and beyond formal institutional boundaries.152  That reach extends not just to followers, 
but also to suppliers, students, and investment targets.  The Catholic Church and other 
Catholic institutions control immense financial resources, whereby spending and 
investment decisions can reverberate far beyond the institutions themselves.  In many 
countries, the Catholic Church plays a prominent role in education, offering a gradual yet 
powerful tool for influencing individual behavior.153  Catholic teachings may also be 
extended and implemented through organizations outside the Catholic Church.  During 
the 1950s, the Church formed voluntary organizations aimed at promoting social justice 
in Latin America,154 just as the establishment of the Global Catholic Climate Movement 
and the Catholic Climate Covenant represent similar approaches in the environmental 
arena.   

Efforts by religious organizations to address matters of public concern may offer 
advantages akin to those associated with corporations’ socially responsible actions.  
Corporations often can respond more quickly than the public sector to pressing problems, 
leverage financial and other resources, and set self-regulatory standards that governments 
could not easily impose.155  Similarly, religious institutions may be able to move more 
quickly than governments—though like other large organizations, “they [too] are 
vulnerable to all the limitations that afflict other bureaucratic institutions—
unresponsiveness, cumbersomeness and routinization.”156  Perhaps the greatest strength 
of religious organizations with respect to environmental governance lies in their potential 
to catalyze action among individuals.  Individual behavior contributes significantly to 

                                                 
149 Id. at 364. 
150 Id. at 364-70. 
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Abrams & Lucinda Shen,’Climate Change is Real’: Business Leaders React to President Trump’s 
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152 See Dale Jamieson, Why Laudato Si’ Matters, ENV’T MAGAZINE, Nov.–Dec. 2015, at 19 (“Organized 
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(1999). 
154 See Lester M. Salamon, The Rise of the Nonprofit Sector, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, July/Aug. 1994, at 109, 
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155 See Dennis A. Rondinelli, Transnational Corporations: International Citizens or New Sovereigns?, 14 
BUS. STRATEGY REV. 13, 17-18 (2003), https://www.london.edu/-
/media/files/publications/bsr/j200300281x.pdf?la=en.  
156 Salamon, supra note154, at 119. 
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many environmental challenges.157  Yet environmental regulation typically focuses on 
industrial and large-scale sources of environmental degradation rather than on 
individuals.158  Corporations can reduce the environmental impact of consumer behavior 
through changes in product design and production processes, but the effects of such 
changes tend to be indirect.  Religious organizations have the potential to influence 
individual conduct more directly and more effectively than governments or businesses.   

Environmental governance efforts by religious institutions may trigger concerns 
similar to those raised by other forms of private environmental governance.  These 
concerns include self-interest, accountability, and lack of transparency.159  Religious 
institutions, like other organizations in civil society, are not democratically accountable 
and are generally less transparent than government bodies.160  Furthermore, their 
motivations, while not primarily economic, may be theological, identity-driven, or in 
some other way not purely public in nature.161 

 3. Offering a Unique Perspective 
 While religious institutions share some commonalities with TNCs, they are 
uniquely positioned to offer an alternative framework for thinking about environmental 
challenges.  Conventional approaches to environmental problem solving, as reflected in 
command-and-control regulation or market-based incentives, often rely upon 
instrumental calculations of costs and benefits.162  Even private environmental 
governance initiatives—private standards, certification systems, supply chain 
requirements, and the like—frequently assume instrumental framings.  These private 
initiatives may foster a broader, more socially oriented understanding of costs and 
benefits than corporate accounting approaches, but they speak largely in utilitarian terms, 
referencing a “triple bottom line” or “do[ing] well by doing good.”163 
 Religions can articulate neglected rationales for environmental protection and 
frame environmental problems in a very different language.164  As one editorial on the 
encyclical suggested, “[t]he reality is that we care [about nature] because we love,” and 
the encyclical “reminds us that the living world provides not only material goods and 

                                                 
157 See Michael P. Vandenbergh, The Individual as Polluter, 35 ENVTL. L. REP. 10,723 (2005), 
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tangible services, but is also essential to other aspects of our well-being.”165  Religion 
“engages questions of fundamental meaning and value,” and “poses moral danger and 
virtue in ways that persuade not only intellectually but also emotionally.”166  Religious 
discourse communicates not only through “cold, cognitively demanding moral 
reasoning,” but also through “hot” messaging that appeals to the emotions.167  Indeed, the 
encyclical is not a white paper on environmental protection; it is “a powerful story—a 
meta-narrative—about the human condition.”168  Under Pope Francis’ critique, climate 
change is but one symptom of a more fundamental dilemma regarding the human 
condition,169 and at the heart of the critique is a rebuke of the “technocratic paradigm” 
that “tends to dominate economic and political life.”170  To replace this paradigm, the 
encyclical urges an “ecological conversion” rooted in moral reasoning and manifested in 
personal and political change.171   

 
 B. Evaluating Laudato Si’ 
 Much attention has been trained on whether Laudato Si’ has influenced U.S. 
public opinion or Christians’ views on climate change.  However, an evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the Catholic Church’s efforts to implement the encyclical should not rest 
narrowly on short-term movements in public opinion or on other relatively quantifiable 
indicia of immediate success.  Given the broad and continuing nature of those efforts, 
accounting for the various avenues of influence over the long term may not be possible 
for some time.   

As discussed above, religious institutions exert influence through a wide range of 
mechanisms, including but not limited to the conversion of personal beliefs.  The 
GCCM’s strategy, which focuses on the distinct but related areas of personal values, 
behavioral change, and public policy, captures nicely the multidimensional nature of such 
influence.  Ultimately, the effectiveness of the encyclical should be examined within each 
of these spheres.172   

Moreover, the Catholic Church is a global institution, and the encyclical’s impact 
should be judged from a global perspective.  An international assessment could reveal 
                                                 
165 George Monbiot, Why We Fight for the Living World: It’s About Love, and It’s Time We Said So, THE 
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Engineering Debate, 70 BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCI. 27, 32, 33 (2014), 
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167 Heald, supra note 73, at 6. 
168 Mike Hulme, Finding the Message of the Pope’s Encyclical, ENV’T MAG., Nov.–Dec. 2015, at 16, 18, 
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171 Id. at 131, 157-160; see also Wright, supra note 48, at 902-03 (summarizing encyclical’s call for 
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The Pope’s Encyclical as a Call for Democratic Social Change, 5 NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE 905, 907 
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important regional differences.  For example, the encyclical has triggered a stronger 
response in developing countries and southern Europe than in the United States.173  Some 
commentators, noting the encyclical’s roots in the liberation theology movement, suggest 
that the encyclical could prove especially influential in Latin America, the movement’s 
birthplace.174 

Ultimately, the encyclical is better understood as a launching pad for the Catholic 
Church’s new activism on environmental concerns, rather than as a singular event.  Other 
encyclicals have served as a foundation for decades of instruction and practice.175  
Similarly, Laudato Si’s influence can be expected to grow, “especially if the Pope 
continues to speak on the topic, if Bishops, Cardinals and priests amplify the teachings in 
their dioceses, and if Catholics talk to each other and to non-Catholic friends about the 
issue.”176  The encyclical seeks a “fundamental paradigm shift,” rather than “quick fix 
activism.”177  As Cardinal Turkson, Pope Francis’ point man on the encyclical, has 
argued, “Catholic institutions are committed to seeing farther and deeper, to looking 
beyond the current popular and conventional positions….[w]hat Catholic institutions 
should bring to the public square is a constant focus on the moral framework in which 
climate change arguments should occur.”178 
 
Conclusion 
 The encyclical’s most important contribution to combating climate change may be 
in “provid[ing] inspiration for a long-missing ethical vision for the environmental 
movement” and offering a “compelling narrative [or framing] of transformative social 
change” that “provokes moral visions, conversations, and deliberations about where 
society needs to go.”179  Laudato Si’ advances discussion regarding what sustainable 
development should mean and why it matters to all of us,180 reminding us of the 
potentially critical role of religion in tackling environmental challenges. 
 At the same time, excessive reliance on the encyclical to catalyze changed views 
and behaviors on climate change would be a mistake.181  The core mission of the Catholic 
Church or other religious organizations is not to solve climate change or achieve some 
other secular objective.  More generally, religious organizations should not be viewed 
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primarily as just another tool of private environmental governance.  They march to the 
beat of a different drummer, and their goals are not limited to the physical world in which 
we live. 
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